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Tutorial Description

As a final part of the vector-based approach, we
discuss applications of vector-based composition
related to database and reasoning, such as Guu et al.
(2015) and Rocktäschel et al. (2015).
We introduce the symbolic approach to composition, also under the principles behind the syntaxsemantics interface; its symbolic nature allows
the use of theorem provers to perform natural language inferences. As an example, we show how
this semantic composition takes place over syntactic derivations in Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) (Steedman, 2000). We also demonstrate how different semantic theories can be implemented over a variety of syntactic grammars (not
only CCG) using ccg2lambda (Martı́nez-Gómez
et al., 2016), an open-sourced general framework
for compositional semantics.
We then introduce the problem of Recognizing
Textual Entailment (RTE) (Dagan et al., 2009),
where we test whether a text T entails a hypothesis
H. We compare different logic frameworks, including first-order logic, higher-order logic (Mineshima
et al., 2015, 2016), and natural logic (Abzianidze,
2015), and discuss semantically challenging constructions such as generalized quantifiers, adjectival modification and intensional operators, drawing
on the English dataset FraCaS and the Japanese
dataset JSeM for RTE.
The solution to many RTE problems requires the
use of external linguistic knowledge such as synonyms, antonyms, and paraphrases. Since vector
representations naturally encode semantic similarities between words and phrases, here we expect
a great synergy between the formal and distributional approaches. In the closing section of this
tutorial, we introduce a widely adopted hybrid approach toward RTE, in which semantic similarities
between words and phrases are explicitly converted
to logic rules as linguistic knowledge used in inference (Tian et al., 2014; Beltagy et al., 2016;

The principle of compositionality states that the
meaning of a complete sentence must be explained
in terms of the meanings of its subsentential parts;
in other words, each syntactic operation should
have a corresponding semantic operation. In recent years, it has been increasingly evident that
distributional and formal semantics are complementary in addressing composition; while the
distributional/vector-based approach can naturally
measure semantic similarity (Mitchell and Lapata,
2010), the formal/symbolic approach has a long
tradition within logic-based semantic frameworks
(Montague, 1974) and can readily be connected to
theorem provers or databases to perform complicated tasks. In this tutorial, we will cover recent
efforts in extending word vectors to account for
composition and reasoning, the various challenging
phenomena observed in composition and addressed
by formal semantics, and a hybrid approach that
combines merits of the two.
For introduction, we briefly review the syntaxsemantics interface and word vectors, the two starting points of this tutorial.
Then, we discuss vector-based models for composition, in which word vectors are combined into
phrase/sentence vectors according to some syntactic structure (Hashimoto et al., 2014; Pham et al.,
2015; Tian et al., 2016). The word vectors and
composition operations are jointly learned in an
unsupervised manner in these models. We mention
but do not focus on approaches disregarding syntax,
such as recurrent neural networks.
Next, we move to recent advances in machine
learning theory of the most fundamental composition operation, the additive composition (Tian
et al., 2017). We explain why additive composition
works, how to train additive compositional vectors
and how to use them in semantic composition.
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Martı́nez-Gómez et al., 2017). This approach has
the merit that all knowledge is explicit, and it can
easily integrate existing linguistic ontologies such
as WordNet. We demonstrate how the distributional approach can overcome the low coverage of
linguistic resources by composing phrase vectors
faithful to meaning and compatible with logic, and
how the formal approach can reduce computational
complexity in logical inference by identifying the
need of linguistic knowledge between specific concepts and constructing axioms on-demand.
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Tutorial Outline
• Introduction
– The syntax-semantics interface
– Word vectors
• Vector-based approach
– Vector-based composition models
– Theory of additive composition
– Vector-based reasoning
• Symbolic approach
– ccg2lambda: compositionality for your
favorite semantic theory
– Logic systems for RTE
– RTE datasets for formal semantics: FraCaS and JSeM
• A hybrid approach toward RTE
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